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Jun 14, 2020 A: Try this $text = preg_replace('~(?:\s+|^)https?://([^\s\[]+)(?:[^]+)[^>]+\.[^|$)~', "", $text); Or, if you want to remove the protocol from the start, the regular expression becomes $text = preg_replace('~(?:\s+|^)https?://([^\s\[]+)(?:[^]+)[^>]+\.[^|$)~', "", $text); See this demo Q: How can I create a reusable UI builder in Angular
2? So I have a component I created in my app, which as you can see, has a UI (a screen) and some more functionality. The thing is, it's a bit messy with all the buttons and labels - I have to add css to get it looking nice. The problem is, I don't have any design skills to do it. I want to write a function which will create a screen with the UI
elements I specify, but I don't know how to get started, and what's even more important is, how to build in a nice design. So, my question is: How can I write a function which will generate a reusable UI with labels and buttons, and how can I include some design? And is it possible to do it in Angular 2? A: I've used the Angular Material
framework which does exactly this. It has templates you can use to customize your own UI. The official page is here: In particular, look at the examples and templates in the "Sections" tab. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a method of forming a pattern of a semiconductor device, and more particularly, to a method of
forming a pattern of a semiconductor device capable of reducing irregularities of a pattern and a line width. 2. Discussion of the Related Art The semiconductor device has a plurality of patterns and interconnection between patterns
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